
Enn and Gee need your help! Pop around to
your human grand-persons home or a friendly
neighbour and get them up to speed on the
smartest smart meters in the universe!

Are you ready
to be a smart
Meter Motivator?

Gas and electricity can be really
dangerous so make sure you have
the help of an adult before setting
off as a Meter Motivator!

What kind of meter do your human grand-persons have?
If they already have a smart meter, job done! Fill out your certificate and help a neighbour!

SMART TRADITIONAL

YES! NOPE.

YES! NO, THEY DON’T!

Can you find their gas meter?
It’s not in the Outer Cerebra Andromeda! It might be outside in a white box.

FOUND IT!

How easy is it for your earthling old-person to read it?
Like the dashboard of our Rocketpod, it might have dials or scrolling numbers – up high or down low!

FOUND IT!

Can you find their electricity meter?
Hint: You won’t find it in the Tauceti Galcatic System! It may be under the stairs or in a cupboard...

How easy is it for your earthling old-person to read it?
Here’s a tip: Use your mobile phone to take a photo of the meter so you can read the numbers!

Do your grand-persons know about smart meters?
Why not listen to our podcasts together? Just search for Meter Motivator in Google or Apple Podcasts on
your mobile phone. Then you’ll all be as smart as the Think Wranglers from Cerebra Nine!

Do your earthling old-people need the internet for a smart meter to work?
Smart meters use radio waves - a bit like listening to Enn and Gee on Fun Kids!



Do your grandparents know how they can check their energy usage if they have smart meters?
It’s much easier, an in-house energy display puts the information in their hands, helping them to reduce waste
and manage their energy use.

THEY DO NOW! NO...

QUIZ!
Your humanoid neighbourlings and earthling grand-people
might still have some questions. Try this quiz together and
see how many questions you can get correct! 

Remember, the answers to all these questions can be found
in the Enn and Gee Energy Explained for Kids podcast!

1 Are smart meters likely to be in the
same place as the old meters? 2 Will the road need to be dug up to

install a smart meter?

3 Are there separate smart meters for
both gas and electricity? 4 Is the installation safe? 

5
If you prepay for your electricity on a card,
a key or with coins can a smart meters
still be installed?  6 Will the in-house energy display show

readings for both gas and electricity?

7 Will the amount paid for energy change?  8
Can you choose when a smart meter
is installed and even if you want
one at all?

9
Are smart meters as safe as other
electrical gadgets like kettles and
the telly?  10Is the information they send to the

energy company safe & secure?

Congratulations!
You’re officially a Smart Meter Motivator!
Don’t forget to fill out your certificate and
hang it up for all to see.



CONGRATULATIONS!

has helped their earthling
grand-people get smart
about smart meters!

Find out more and hear Enn and Gee’s Energy Explained for Kids podcast at FunKidsLive.com


